




to become a recognized
and available brand in jewelry

to perpetuate history and arouse emotion

to built a strong identity

to spread around the world



Clarency & Cie

Fluor Mandine

925

le bijou haute couture



we’ve been looking forward since 1892

the location, the know-how and the knowledge gain over the last 126 years

to evolve towards a brand–a world-an image

Here we are, at the end of the 19th century at Marseille the gateway 
to the Orient world. �e city is dynamic and its commercial harbor 
is flourishing. In 1892, my ancestor, Ferdinand Clarency settled a 
house gold. During 30 years, he developed his business then he 
passed it to his son in law, Aimé Mandine.�e family company is 
developing then and shifting towards jewelry making. Today, La 
Maison Mandine is still rooted in Provence. We create designs, 
concepts and world closely linked to large networks of jewels and fine 
French jewelry. �e aim is to improve their image thanks to their 
creativity and the mastering of the most rigorous production 
techniques.
Our jewels are prized for their beauty and their manufacturing 
quality. But having « no name », they are not well known.

�e key strengths to grow.
We are keen on creativity and we also have a great knowledge of the 
market and marketing. We are well known for our experience in the 
most rigorous making techniques… So it is naturally that we are 
turning to the launching of a brand. Furthermore, following sectors 
closed to watch making for instance the ready-to wear or perfumes.

�e jewelry market is turning towards brands able to carry a strong 
image and a world well defined.

�e conditions to succeed.
To succeed we have to maintain a high quality level, having an 
original approach coupled with a mix-marketing well prepared and 
of course with an international development. We have the know - 
how that leads to the quality and a knowledge of the market that 
allow us to develop an effective marketing. Adding our historical 
presence to the international level combined to the advantage, which 
enjoys France in matter of creation, and we have the first ingredients 
of a wonderful cocktail. Will we find an original approach?

Anthony Berard
Excecutive manager since 2015, stand for the 6th generation



the idea of a brand carrying moral values

a merging brand of two worlds

a brand that suggests a powerful imaginary world

min&ral... A brand... Jewels...
min&ral is our link with you.
It is Cassis, the Bestouan, a smell of iodine, the soft sound of the 
waves, the ochre color of the rock, the blue of the wide sea, and this 
beautiful golden color of the setting sun. �is breath taking 
landscape. Precious setting of unforgettable childhood moments. 
And just here, the sea, far away standing this stunning bulk far 
away, powerful cliff voluminous and gracious at the same time: the 
Cap Canail, a comforting and moving presence. We pass through 
the tunnel and here we are, with a stream of our childhood 
memories that is coming back. We are together looking for colored 
pebbles, small pieces of glass transformed into a beautiful treasure 
by the waves of the ocean. �e green that is so closed to the jade’s 
one. Sometimes it’s a piece of coral that is offered to us… Delightful 
moments of childhood. �ey are still feeding our imagination and 
are the roots of min&ral .

Rooted in Mediterranean, min&ral grows up in France and in 
Asia. Your jewels are created in Provence and some of them in 
Bangkok. And beyond the economical reasons there are mainly the 
particular talent that the �ailand have got concerning jewels, their 
mastering of high level of technicality and skill , the care given to 

the finishing touches. And indeed, for a long time it has been the 
very country of the precious stones and semi-precious and others 
supply. �is privileged situation led them to develop the know how 
in order to value their stones.

min&ral and moral values.
�e company executives’ state of mind is reflected through their 
behaviors. min&ral is a couple and beyond the couple are the 
parents for whom the family values are very important. And family 
means respect first.
Respect for the customers concerning the « made in ». Respect for 
the local population: the production manager who is from the 
Sisaket village. She has founded an association which aim is to 
create a class that allows children to extend the years of school 
attendance in the village. min&ral undertakes to pay 1€ for 50€ 
sales revenue.
Respect for the environment in using labialized gold RJC-Coc 
(validates the moral ethic by its traceability and its low environmen-
tal impact because 100 % recycled). �e use of 100 % natural 
stones or traditionally treated stones. In the near future, supporting 
actions for an organization which aim is to preserve water resources, 
so precious.





who is the min&ral woman ?

the min&ral woman likes reinventing herself,

an untamed nature beautify by the know-how and the contemporary techniques

Futuristic and bold, the min&ral woman feels at one with nature. 
She pulls back from depth an original creative energy. As a mermaid 
she adorns herself with all the treasures from her miraculous fishing: 
sea stars, anemones, jellyfish…
�is magician re-emerges in the light from the wave lines, vibrating 
in the reflection of the sky. Swaying between transparency and 
opacity; the gems dressed itself with marbled, oxidized reflections 
with a patina aspect. It plays with all the optical illusions and is 
enshrined in the organics and minerals architectures. �e colors of 
the min&ral woman are timeless. She likes when the green tends to 
lichen and rusty colored. She is looking for minerals and deep colors 
of the granite, and of the lava… Its iridescent range borrows from 
nature green, bluish, shaded, silver pearly, gilded reflections… 
transcending the real at the frontier of the precious.
We then find back in its world, the minerals and the organics: wood, 
mother of pearl, turquoise, chalcedony, quartz, raw stones… Mate-
rials ideally valued by a know-how, a complete mastery at the service 
of the most natural aesthetic.
Her jewels evokes the naturalness by the use of the materials, their 
smooth flow design. �ey are sensorial both to touch and to carry. 
She collects them, put them together and superimposes the rings, the 
necklaces, the cufflinks... She tricks with her jewels they are mobile 

and she combines them... She explores a new way to carry them to 
seduce and to stand out from the crowd.

�e min&ral woman is sweet, strong, sensual and natural.





a jewel ?  no, it’s my jewel

the concept of the Talisman

proposed on a fancy way

As you know, a jewel, through what is represents for the person who 
is carrying it, is loaded with emotions. It evokes a privileged 
moment, of feelings. Furthermore if this person takes part in the 
creation of his or her jewel in adding the moments linked to events 
that punctuate his or her life : family histories, trips, hobbies…�en 
the jewel is sublimated, the emotional bond becomes stronger. �is 
well known concept under the name of Charm’s consists of small 
pendants or medallions.
Adjustable, easily replicable, carried with a necklace or a bracelet in 
order to create over time a unique and one jewel, my jewel.

Situated in the realm of fine luxury jewelry, min&ral offers the 
Talisman forged in precious metal, in 18K gold, adorned with 
gemstones and precious stones. Hence, you will have access to this 
concept, today very important in the world of jewelry. To women 
who are looking for fine jewels as in beauty by the lines and then 
the value of the valuable materials that compose the jewel. 

Commercially the Talisman min&ral show numerous interests. On 
the one hand the seasonality is less noticeable than the one of the 
others fashion accessories.

And mainly the rhythm: the buyers come back in the shop to 
complete their jewels stimulating the attendance and the loyalty by 
the repeating sales.



an alliance of skills towards success

a team with complementary talent

around the project initiator

�e Duo

Anthony Berard   
Project owner and initiator. Strategic Policy and Advocacy and 
responsible – pre-defined plan. Manage the skills associations dedica-
ted to the project. In charge of the marketing

& Julie Berard
�e brand ambassador, validates the matching with the target 
market, social network manager.
   
MKS and co and/or Fluor Mandine
Produce, create, and shape the collection of the jewels. According to 
the technicity, and the nature of the design the production will be 
oriented towards one of the two workshops, even both by identifying 
the qualitative and the profitability as main criteria before manage-
ment, stocks, deadlines…

�ierry Santoni   
Involved in the project since the very beginning. Bring an external 
view on the global vision, mainly on the communication.

Gérard Garcin  
Take actions on the conception and the validity of the financial 
policy, informs and advises in the legal approach and the planning 
decisions.

Consultants
Jean-Luc Abraïni photographer,
Mathieu and Jonathan Azeroual, Before big bang, web-masters,
But also true friends having well known skills in the useful areas for 
the development of the brand.

A particular attention to my father, Daniel Berard “the story goes on’’...



min-ral.fr

instagram.com/mineralbijoux
pinterest.fr/mineralbijoux
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iAnthony Berard

tel. +33 4 42 98 46 10

aberard@mandine.eu

Mandine
54 rue Montgrand

13006 Marseille
France


